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1. Introduction 
The purpose of thi.s paper is to show that very simple set-theoretic onsiderations 
lead to a theorem (with a one-line proof) which has, as corollaries, not only that 
the topology of a uniform product is the product topology, but also that the 
compact-open topology coincides, on the set of all continuous functions, with the 
topology of compact convergence. 
Our method involves the use of generalized topological and uniform products. 
The topological product is the one employed in [l] to derive a compactness theorem 
which implies both Tychonoffs and Ascoli’s theorems. We locate the appropriate 
uniform structure through the natural asymmetrical generaiization of the HausdorE 
(hyperspace) uniformity. The idea behind the application to function spaces is the 
concept of graph uniformity. 
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It is the author’s contention that general topology is often at its most powerful 
in locating the “right” generalization which, once found, allows a simple and intuitive 
exposition of theory. It should be emphasized that the whole point of the present 
paper is to show that a well-known theory is “elementary”. The generalization 
presented is shown to be effective, not only in the use of a theorem with a one-line 
proof (alluded to above), but also in how it naturally fits into the theory expounded 
in [l, 23. The reader should find the new machinery easy to visualize and be able 
to appreciate its geometrical nature. 
at .Z is a set and that 
set of subsets of Z’= Z x L, of which contains the diagonal 
{(z, 2) E P: 1: E 2); 
( ) the power set of 2; 
( is the set of all subsets of 2 of the form 
S[A] = (YE 2: (5 z’) E S for some z E A} 
e topology on P(Z) wi&& subbasis consisting of all 8(M), 
is the set of all subsets of S(Z)* of the form 
(2)‘: B z S[A]} 
) is the topology on P(Z) with subbasis consisting of all S*[A], SE 9 
‘The situation is illustrated in the following diagram: 
The set 9’ of reflexive relations can be regarded as some kind of pre-uniform structure 
for 2 and 9* the corresponding “graph” pre-uniform structure for 8(Z). The 
following simple theorem shows that on JXZ the diagram “commutes”. 
Theorem. The subspace topologies induced on JXZ by a( 9, &)* and T( gP*) coincide. 
proof. S*[A] = P(S[A]) whenever SE 9~ A E .s#- 0 
3. Two qqlications 
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We ieave to the reader the proof of the easier application (to products), which 
is straightforward once one appreciates the application to fun&on spaa (b&w) 
and uses the ideas of [2, Section 31. We simply state 
Corollary 1. l’he topology of a uniform product is the product toplogy. 
Suppose now that 2 is a HausdorfF space, that v is the basis of all open entourages 
for a uniform space Y, and that k : (X x Y)‘+ X2 x Y* is the natural mapping &find 
bY 
k(x,,Y,,X2tY2)=(X1,~2,Y*,Y*), ~,J*~XsYt,Y*~ y. 
For compact K G X, VE “1cr, let 
AK={(q~)~XL:~M) 
and 
P(& V)=k-‘((AK x V)w((X-K)*x Y’)). 
WetakeZ=XxY,SP={P(K,V):compactKsX, kvand asthesetofaU 
continuous functions from X to Y, in order to apply the theorem of Section 2. 
Note that, if K is compact in X and V is in v, then 
(a) {(f; g) E d2: (f(x), g(x)) E V for every x E K} 
= {(X g) E Jaz2: gr PUG v)lfl~, 
so that the trace of on Sp is the uniformity of compact convergence for and 
the trace of 9(p) on & is the topology of compact convergence on &; 
(b) a)(9, &) consists of all sets of the form 
PUG Wl=( u wx v[/(x+JwK)x n 
XEK 
where f e ~8; 
(c) when T is an element of the topology 3 induced on Y 6y v and 
Q(K T)=(Kx TMW-KM Y), 
the compact-open topology on A# kgenerated by the traces on ~3 of all 9( QW, TN= 
Lemma. Suppose that K is compact in X and that f E J& l%en 
(i) iff c Q( kl, T) for T E 9, there exists VE v such that 
WC VU- 1~ QK 0, 
(ii) if VE s/; there exist compact K1, . . . , K,, in X and T, , . . -, T, in 9 such that 
f C A Q(K,, T) e P(K, VLf I* j = 1 
This easily proved lemma establishes that Se@?, &j* nmt induce the compact- 
open topology on J& and our second application of the theorem of Section 2 now 
foillows immediately. 
CotdIary 2. ilhe compact-open toplogy coincides with the topology of compact conver- 
geM&? on id. 
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